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BREAKING NEWS!
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE, February 26, 2019, Greenpoint Brooklyn, NY)
GREEN-PERNT BROOKLYN GAL
PATTI GALANTE BRINGS
TRUTH TO THE FOLK-TALE:
!!NEW RELEASE!!
"Sitting On A Rainbow"
Artist: Patti Galante Patrice Galante Sheehan
Songwriter: Joe Kirsch Curcio
Produced by Battista/Curcio for GreenPointMusic.
https://youtu.be/Q3fotKTnjk8
Patti Galante is one of those neighborhood singers who really never got the credit due to her,
mainly because, like some local folk-tale, you always heard about how great she was, but you
never got much of a chance to hear her.
On February 5th, 2019 that was all about to change with a simple text message from Patti:
".....Joe. Let’s work on a song together. I’m coming into Greenpoint next week..." Her timing was
perfect!
At the time we were just about wrapping up the Rice Miller Band sessions. Also, my mental muse
had decided to abandon ship on me mid-pen, leaving me paining over the final lyrics of a pretty
sweet, 3/4 time ballad that I had been working on. For some reason "waltz time" songs always
seem to be important and potentially significant as you'
re writing them -- But in reality, most of
them rarely make it to a chorus. Not true about this one!
This time the deadline and inspiration from the thought of a good '
ole, edgy, talented, Green-pernt
gal coming to town in just a few days, kicked my Muse'
s ass into submission, and I was able to
finish up the song. This was the perfect tune to showcase Patti'
s talent!
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"Sitting on a Rainbow" may have been born as a simple waltz-time, three-minute, pretty little ditty,
but the smokey, intimate, sweet voice and interpretation of and by Patti Galante has turned it into
something that is sure to warm your heart and confirm that the Patti Galante folk-tales are
absolutely true.
GreenPointMusic is proud to present Patti Galante singing "Sitting On a Rainbow". Enjoy
https://youtu.be/Q3fotKTnjk8
MORE PATTI GALANTE:
Also find Patti'
s pictures, bio, email contact, and the FREE MP3 download. Click on her picture in
the yellow sidebar at www.Greenpointmusic.com
"...For all of the hard working Mom'
s of yesterday and today. We know that "it'
s not easy being
bed-eyed and blue" while you'
re trying to make it through your day (like today) -- this song is
dedicated to you, and your own loving Momma..." ~Joe Kirsch ~
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